Testing the difference between two data samples is of a particular interest in statistics. Precisely, given two samples X = X 1 , . . . , X m 1
Introduction
Two-sample comparison is a common problem in statistics. Namely, given two samples The objective of this paper is to describe a Bayesian nonparametric procedure for the above situation. Our method is based on approximate samples from the Dirichlet process (Ferguson, 1973) with the standard normal base measure and a concentration parameter of unity. Next, the Kolmogorov distance is used to examine if the two distributions are equal or not.
Bayesian nonparametrics is a fast developing area in statistics. Nevertheless, there has been relatively little work on Bayesian nonparametric hypothesis testing. Most of the work includes goodness-of-fit tests for one-sample problems. Two standard nonparametric Bayesian approaches for one-sample goodness-of-fit tests can be found in the literature. The first approach consists of embedding the proposed model in the null hypothesis into a larger family of models (the alternative family). Following this step, a prior is placed on the alternative family. Then, the Bayes factor of the null hypothesis to the alternative is computed.
For example, Carota and Parmigiani (1996) , and Florens, Richard, and Rolin (1996) used a Dirichlet process prior for the alternative distribution. McVinish, Rousseau, and Mengersen (2009) considered mixtures of triangular distributions. Another form of the prior, the Pólya tree process (Lavine, 1992) , was suggested by Berger and Guglielmi (2001) . The second approach for one-sample goodness-of-fit tests is based on placing a prior on the true distribution generating the data. For this test, the distance between the posterior distribution and the proposed one is measured. Muliere and Tardella (1998) , Swartz (1999) , Al Labadi and Zarepour (2013a, 2014b) considered the Dirichlet process and applied the Kolmogorov distance to test continuous distributions. Viele (2000) used the Dirichlet process and the Kullback-Leibler distance to test only discrete distributions. Explicit expressions for calculating the different types of distance between the Dirichlet process and its base measure were derived in Al Labadi and Zarepour (2014b) . On the other hand, Hsieh (2011) used the Pólya tree prior and the Kullback-Leibler distance to test continuous distributions. As for two-sample tests, Holmes, Caron, Griffin, and Stephens (2009) developed a way to compute the Bayes factor for testing the null hypothesis through the marginal likelihood of the data with Pólya tree priors centered either subjectively or using an empirical procedure. Under the null hypothesis, they modeled the two samples to come from a single random measure distributed as a Pólya tree, whereas under the alternative hypothesis the two samples come from two separate Pólya tree random measures. Ma and Wong (2011) allowed the two distributions to be generated jointly through optional coupling of a Pólya tree prior. Borgwardt and Ghahramani (2009) discussed two-sample tests based on Dirichlet process mixture models and derived a formula to compute the Bayes factor in this case. Generalizations of the Bayes factor approach based on Pólya tree priors to censored and multivariate data were proposed by Chen and Hanson (2014) . Note that, the two-sample Bayesian nonparametric tests based on the distance approach are not found in the literature. Thus, the method proposed in this paper is considered the first endeavor in this direction. This paper is structured as follows. In Section 2, we recall the definition of the Dirichlet process and some of its relevant properties. In Section 3, we describe our method to test the equality of two unknown distributions. Illustrative examples and simulation results are included in Section 4. Some properties of the proposed approach are discussed in Section 5.
Finally, some concluding remarks are made in Section 6.
The Dirichlet Process
In this section, we introduce some preliminary information about the Dirichlet process.
The Dirichlet process, formally introduced in Ferguson (1973) , is the most well-known and widely used prior in Bayesian nonparametric inference. Consider a space X with a σ−algebra A of subsets of X. Let H be a fixed probability measure on (X, A) and a be a positive number. Following Ferguson (1973) , a random probability measure P = {P (A)} A∈A is called a Dirichlet process on (X, A) with parameters a and H, if for any finite measurable partition {A 1 , . . . , A k } of X, the joint distribution of the vector (P (A 1 ), . . . P (A k )) has the Dirichlet distribution with parameters (aH(A 1 ), . . . , aH(A k )), where k ≥ 2. We assume that if H(A j ) = 0, then P (A j ) = 0 with a probability one. If P is a Dirichlet process with parameters a and H, we write P ∼ DP (a, H). The parameter a is known as the concentration parameter and the probability measure H is called the base (centering) measure of
P.
An attractive feature of the Dirichlet process is the conjugacy property. If X 1 , . . . , X m is a sample from P ∼ DP (a, H), then the posterior distribution of P given X 1 , . . . , X m coincides with the distribution of the Dirichlet process with parameters a * and H * , where
Here and throughout this paper, δ X denotes the Dirac measure at X, i.e. δ X (A) = 1 if X ∈ A and 0 otherwise. We also use a " * " as a superscript to denote posterior quantities. 
random variables with common distribution
H, independent of (Γ i ) i≥1 . Define
where
Then the random probability measure P is a Dirichlet process with parameters a and H.
From (2.2), it follows clearly that a realization of the Dirichlet process is a discrete probability measure. This is true even when the base measure is absolutely continuous. This fact was noted by Ferguson (1973) , and Blackwell and MacQueen (1973) . Note that, although the Dirichlet process is discrete with probability one, this discreteness is no more troublesome than the discreteness of the empirical process. By imposing the weak topology, the support for the Dirichlet process is quite large. Specifically, the support for the Dirichlet process is the set of all probability measures whose support is contained in the support of the base measure. This means if the support of the base measure is X, then the space of all probability measures is the support of the Dirichlet process. For example, if we have a normally distributed base measure, then the Dirichlet process can choose any probability measure.
See Ferguson (1973) and Ghosh and Ramamoorthi (2003) for further discussion about the support of the Dirichlet process. In practice, it is difficult to work with (2.2) because there is no tractable form for the Lévy measure L and determining the random weights in the sum requires the computation of an infinite sum. Recently, Zarepour and Al Labadi (2012) derived an efficient approximation of the Dirichlet process with monotonically decreasing weights.
Specifically, let X n be a random variable with a Gamma(a/n, 1) distribution. Define
Let (θ i ) 1≤i≤n be a sequence of i.i.d. random variables with values in X and common distribution H, independent of (Γ i ) 1≤i≤n+1 . Then, as n → ∞,
converges almost surely to P , defined by (2.2). Zarepour and Al Labadi (2012) 
A Bayesian Nonparametric goodness-of-fit Test
In this section, we consider the two-sample problem described in the Introduction, where two i.i.d. samples are observed and the problem is to test if the two underlying distributions are different. Specifically, given two samples X = X 1 , . . . , X m 1
∼ G with F and G being unknown continuous cumulative distribution functions, we want to test the null hypothesis H 0 : F = G. The approach is based on measuring the Kolmogorov distance between the posterior distribution of the Dirichlet process given the first sample and the posterior distribution of the Dirichlet process given the second sample.
Next, we compare whether the distance is small or large. Since the posterior distribution of the Dirichlet process converges uniformly to the actual distribution generating the data as the sample size gets large (Ferguson, 1973; Goshal, 2010 ; Al Labadi and Zarepour, 2013b), H 0 is rejected whenever the distance is large. On the other hand, H 0 is not rejected if the distance is small. Two issues must be considered: (1) how to select the parameters for the Dirichlet process and (2) how to conclude whether the resulting distance is large or small. As for the first issue, we choose the base measure to be the standard normal distribution and the concentration parameter to be 1. We show in Section 5 of the current paper that the proposed test is robust with respect to the prior specification of the Dirichlet process. To address the second issue, we introduce first the Kolmogorov distance. Let P n 1 and Q n 2 be two discrete distributions with corresponding jump points (U k ) 1≤k≤n 1 and (V k ) 1≤k≤n 2 . The Kolmogorov distance between P n 1 and Q n 2 , denoted by
where, here and throughout the paper, we use the same notation for the probability measure and its corresponding cumulative distribution function. The above distance can be simplified (for programming convenience) to
where (Z k ) 1≤k≤n 1 +n 2 are the combined jump points. In symbols, Z k = U k , k = 1, . . . , n 1 and Z n 1 +k = V k , k = 1, . . . , n 2 . Thus, for each k, k = 1, . . . , n 1 +n 2 , we compute |P n 1 (Z i )− Q n 2 (Z i )| and set d to be the largest of these values.
In our approach, we set P n 1 = P * n 1 ,m 1
and Table 5 in the Appendix. On the other hand, for sample sizes greater than or equal to 20, values of U can be approximated by the following formula:
Formula (3.2) is derived via a regression of U from the simulation of different sample sizes, where the coefficient of determination R 2 for the regression equation is more than 99.9%.
The following algorithm outlines the steps required for a Bayesian nonparametric goodness-
of-fit test for two samples
Algorithm A: Bayesian nonparametric test for two samples
(1) Set the base measure H of the Dirichlet process to be the standard normal distribution and the concentration parameter a to 1.
(2) Generate a random sample from an approximation of the posterior Dirichlet process
, given the first sample. Here m 1 is the size of the first sample.
(3) Generate a random sample from an approximation of the posterior Dirichlet process
, given the second sample. Here m 2 is the size of the second sample.
, as defined in (3.1).
(5) Repeat steps (2)-(4) to obtain r i.i.d. samples of d P
. For large n 1 , n 2 and r, the empirical distribution of these values is an approximation to the distribution
is the posterior distribution of the Dirichlet process given the first sample and Q * m 2
is the posterior distribution of the Dirichlet process given the second sample.
(6) Calculate U , the upper bound of 95% prediction interval confidence interval as follows:
(alternatively, we use either Table 5 
Examples
In this section, we examine the effectiveness of the proposed method through the following examples. Conclusions similar to that given above can also be drawn from the figures.
Example 2. In this example, we study the performance of the proposed test as the sample size increases. We consider samples from the distributions given in Example 1, cases 1 and 2. The results are summarized in Table 2 and Table 3 . It follows from Table 2 that, in all cases, the null hypothesis is not rejected. On the other hand, from Table 3 , the null hypothesis is rejected. In both scenarios, the results are consistent with that obtained by the frequentist tests. Thus, the proposed test works even with sample sizes as small as 5.
Additional Properties
In this section, we discuss some additional properties of the proposed method for the goodnessof-fit test. The next lemma shows that, under the null hypothesis, the Kolmogorov distance between posterior distributions given the data converges to zero as sample sizes get large. Proof. It follows from the triangle inequality that Next, we show empirically that the proposed technique of goodness-of-fit test is robust against prior specification the Dirichlet process' parameters. To this end, we have repeated Example 1 in Section 4 with two additional cases. In the first case, we take H to be the uniform distribution on [0, 1] and a = 1. In the second case, we take H to be the standard normal distribution and a = 50. The results are reported in Table 4 . It follows clearly from Table 4 that the conclusions drawn in Example 1 are not affected by changing either H or a. 
Concluding Remarks
A method based on the Kolmogorov distance and approximate samples from the Dirichlet process is proposed to asses the equality of two unknown distributions. The new approach is simple, efficient, and can be applied to any two-sample problem with any sample size.
Unlike most frequentist tests, the proposed test is not based on computing p-values. The main concern about using p-values in testing statistical hypothesis is that they overestimate the evidence against the null hypothesis (Masson, 2011; Sawrtz, 1999; Wagenmakers, 2007).
The current study may lead to further research directions. For instance, it would be interesting to study the effect of selecting other distances such as the Wasserstein (or Kantorovich) distance and the Kullback-Leibler distance on the proposed approach. Another important extension is the generalization of the approach to construct a goodness-of-fit test for multivariate distributions. In principle, there is no need to change the methodology.
However, the calculation of the distance requires amendment in this case. Extending the approach to multivariate distributions will bypass the distribution-free problem for the tests that rely on the empirical distribution function. Finally, similar to the frequentist's KolmogorovSmirnov test, it is possible to construct a test based on the fact that the two independent
converge jointly in distribution to the two independent Brownian bridges B F and B G , where F and G are the "true" distributions generating the data. Recall that, for a collection of Borel sets S in R, a Gaussian process 
